Integrated Fiber Optic
Network Solution

As the only Company offering products for every
needs to develop Fiber Optic Network , Spiktel is
positioned strongly in high growth geographies
and high growth industries like Telecom , Power
& Infrastructure with their bucket of Fiber Optics .

FO CABLES
Spiktel’s products portfolio for cables caters to
introduced unique cabling products for residential
installations, installation under water, utilities and
for high-security defense purposes. Spiktel has
high capacity plant to draw all possible designs
for Optical fiber cables and data cables .

FO ACTIVE
Company originates from Electronics industry,
the basics of physics and science to the telecommunication industry bring us to this level . With the
introduction of VSAT products to Fiber Optical ,
we have now complete range of Multiplexers , FO
converters, SFP/ XFP Modules . Spiktel also
developed a range of industrial grade solutions
which sustain the industrial harshest environments
to our products
GPON and GEPON , the FTTX developing network
solutions are the key requirements of telecom for
their last mile drop . Spiktel R&D with voice, video,
data and integrate value added services to the
platform and successfully launched their set of
solutions to this industry.

Integrated Fiber Optic
Network Solution
FO PASSIVE

FO T&M

Passive optical components significantly reduce
costs in the network by eliminating the need to
power and service active components. They also
expand the capacity of the existing fiber network.
SPIKTEL’s components include RFoG WDM,
CDWM, DWDM, optical splitters and optical
couplers. SPIKTEL is a leader in manufacturing of
terminated optical product, and more importantly,
our team of engineers and technicians provide you
with real-world, hands-on experience to build
products that answer the challenges of your
business and your network.

Spiktel further established a joint venture with
ERICCSHEN – GERMANY (globally diversified
resources group) in July 2009 for the manufacture
of optical fiber testing and measuring equipments
for enterprise and operator . Apart of this Spiktel
has launched work specific tool kits required by
engineers / installers for their cables and passives
at the project.

